OBJECTIVE: In stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), the high resolution multileaf collimator (HR-MLC) (i.e. 1 to 3mm leaf width) has the potential to provide improved dose conformity to target volume and lower doses to critical structures compared to the more prevalent standard MLCs (5 mm), when used in a classic conformal manner. In this study we investigate the dosimetric performance of standard 5 mm MLC for SRS targets of various sizes, when using a VMAT technique, to determine the limitations and/or need to increase planning complexity. METHODS AND MATERIALS: Spherical planning target volumes (PTV) were delineated in a test patient with diameters ranging from 1 to 3 cm in increments of 0.4 cm in an Eclipse treatment planning system. RapidArc plans using 6 MV photons were produced for each PTV using two coplanar arcs. Plan optimization and plan normalization was to obtain better PTV dose coverage (min V90 ¼ 100% and medium PTV dose .100%) and dose fall-off controlled by the normal tissue objective and a ring structure 1 cm clear of PTV with an aim for dose of 40% of prescribed. PTV coverage was prioritized over dose fall off. All plans were calculated using Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA) with 1mm grid size. The plans were evaluated using dose conformity defined by the ratio of the percentage dose volume to volume of PTV for 100, 90, 80, 60 and 40 percent of prescribed (R100-40). Dosimetric machine accuracy is assessed using high resolution (0.1mm) GafChromic film analysis, an added limitation was to provide increased dose homogeneity compared to classical radiosurgery. RESULTS: Conformity index R100-40 was lower in plans with 1.8 cm diameter (volume ,2.9 cc) or lower (R100 ¼ 2.81, 1.84, 1.54, 1.39, 1.29, and 1 .36 for target volumes with increasing diameter as defined above). Plotting the plan conformity and the calculated conformity given a defined fixed distance to dose fall off against PTV volume shows the two to be divergent at small volumes indicating the point at which conformity is compromised with 5 mm MLC. Gafchromic film analysis based on direct dose calibration showed good agreement for all volume sizes, showing that the planning system correctly predicts the dose variations even at this high resolution. CONCLUSIONS: Single plane RA-SRS using 5mm MLC is feasible down to target sizes of 2.9cc, while a clinical planning system allows accurate prediction of the dose. In future work the impact of multiple plane RA-SRS on feasibility will be presented.
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